
The following exhibit 1. Is from the Sherman County Sheriff's Office. It details the second fire
discussed within the testimony of Fire Chief, Steve Rhea. The fire ignited under the
Transmission line. The report validates that the ignition was in fact Tower related. This
substantiates the Fire Chiefs testimony.

Exhibit 1;

Exhibit 2. From the North Sherman Fire Dept, it also collaborates the Fire Chief’s testimony on
the fire He was present at. The incident is labeled as # 22292 within this Fire Dept. Again
these incidents help support my arguments that Transmission Lines can be fire starters. It really
does happen.

Exhibit 2.



Exhibit 3. The following fire incident from the Heppner Volunteer Fire Dept refers to a fire that
the Fire Chief also described to me in our earlier conversations before He submitted his
testimony. The response of Hepper Volunteer Fire Dept“ is listed as an ‘Mutual Aide” which
carries a lower reporting level. The main fire department North Gillam Co. Fire Dept. will have
greasier detailing requirements and we are seeking those incident reports as well. This
particular fire was very destructive including structures etc.

Exhibit 3.



Exhibit 4. This link is found within the PUC database under; Major Events Reports. The report
describes the event as Transmission LIne related. Again these events are all difficult to obtain.
The only reason I was able to obtain these reports was through testimony which in turn provided
an occurrence date, from the occurrence date more research and ultimately a request for the
reports can be made. It should be noted that if any litigation was ongoing for these incidents the



reports would not be released. The reports validate the catastrophic events that happen around
Transmission lines. This information is critical in understanding the risks surrounding B2H.
PUC must be aware of events that have been uncovered. We must work together to ensure
that these events do not repeat themselves.

Exhibit 4. Link: https://edocs.puc.state.or.us/efdocs/HAQ/re107haq104617.pdf

Exhibit 4. A partial viewing.

This concludes my response, divulging all the information I have at the current time. This has
taken considerable time to collaborate and assemble. It is true to the best of my knowledge. It
also reflects a good faith effort to make relevant information available to all.

https://edocs.puc.state.or.us/efdocs/HAQ/re107haq104617.pdf


/s/. Sam Myers

Sam Myers


